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ALUMNI VOICE
I completed my 10+2 from Pratishthan Learning Center of Lotus Petal Foundation in
2019 and I’m glad that I opted for Multimedia Animation & Special Effects course in the
Jeevika program which helped me a lot in my current job as the course gave me the
technical understanding of the computers and various software. I’m proudly working as
a Computer Operator in Accounts department at Kunal Auto Industries Pvt. Ltd.

Puneet
Alumni of Lotus Petal Foundation

Puneet Raj

Sariful Islam

Year of Graduation – 2018

Year of Graduation – 2018

Quality Assessor in Asmara Apparels

Store Manager at Kado Life

Vikas Goswami

Munna Aziz

Year of Graduation – 2019

Year of Graduation – 2019

Intern Designer- 3D Engineering

Laboratory-In charge at Bry Air Asia

Department at Bry Air Asia Pvt. Ltd.

Pvt. Ltd.

I realized the importance of education when I joined Lotus Petal
Foundation. I completed my 10+2 from here and I have never thought of
having an independent life before Lotus Petal Foundation. Working as a
Primary School teacher in Little World School, Haryana is like a dream
come true. I have great memories of my school & I’m thankful to that.

Poonam Kumari
Alumni of Lotus Petal Foundation.
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VISION, MISSION, CORE BELIEF
VISION
We strive to nurture individuals and bring about a transformation in their lives through education

MISSION
We provide exemplary education, nutritious meals, free healthcare and skill development to the
children of the urban poor in India. We provide an ecosystem for people all across the world to
contribute towards the cause of education with their skills, time and money.

CORE BELIEF
We believe in the intrinsic goodness of people. We believe that education is the single most
empowering tool to transform an individual’s life. At Lotus Petal, we provide exemplary education
and enable people across the globe to help us achieve this in ways that they may feel engaged and
agents of change too. All of us passionately believe in equal opportunities. Giving selflessly
transforms both the giver and the receiver.

OUR CERTIFICATIONS
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FOUNDER’S NOTE
This year has been anything but easy. The pandemic led
lockdown and crisis has been an unprecedented situa on
for all of us. We all always read and heard that in the middle
of every diﬃcult situa on there is an opportunity.
Our search to ﬁnd that opportunity was to go back to our
vision and mission. Why we exist?
We exist to provide people opportuni es of transforma on
and we do that by running programs which deliver quality
educa on, nutri on, and livelihood opportuni es to the
less privileged with the generosity of the privileged people.
In the year that has been there was no dearth of such
opportuni es.

“There is nothing that can be an obstacle when
we decide to help each other”

During the year, your founda on successfully transformed
into an online school which involved providing over 400

smart devices to students in the slums, transi oning to online teaching with new innova ve ways and today it
has provided over 7500+ hours of educa on and kept over 80% of the students fully engaged in the educa on
process. The success of this ini a ve led to many other nonproﬁt school students to use the free online pla orm
for their con nued educa on.
The school kitchen was transformed into a community kitchen churning out over 2000 boxed meals every day which
has fed over 250,000 daily wage workers enabling them to have a chance to get back to their livelihoods. The success
of this ini a ve led to the launch of the ZeroHunger Foodbank to provide ongoing nutri onal support to the
famished and marginals communi es.
We started a job portal called BlueKhoj, which has enabled the pandemic led unemployed parents of our
students to get back into livelihoods. For all of them it was a ﬁrst- me access to a free job market.
Today, many of them have got back their livelihoods and are returning to rebuilding their lives.
This has been a year of resilience, hope, compassion, courage,
and togetherness.
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This would not have been possible without your help.
Lotus Petal extends a sincere “thank you “to all its staﬀ members, corporate donors, friends, individual
donors, volunteers, and implementa on partners who have made all this happen. You truly are
making a diﬀerence.
Our belief in our capacity as individuals, as members of a global community is
needed more than ever before. There is nothing that can be an obstacle when
we decide to help each other. The ever-ﬂowing energy which comes from
this is being channeled by your founda on to transform lives across
the globe.
Being part of our journey in any capacity is your
contribu on towards in making it possible.
One world. One Community.
Inspired to Serve

Kushal Raj Chakravorty
Founder & Managing Trustee

This extraordinary year brought with it an astounding opportunity to serve. With our Faith and
commitment to Hope, the team at Lotus Petal was able to Transform and respond to the suffering in no
time. Food, nutrition & livelihoods were restored, rebuilt & reimagined. We all grew Together. More of
you seeking Solace by searching for an Opportunity to Give joined us.
Enduring to be the ecosystem of Courage, we are transforming to Embrace more, to Share with many &
invite each who are willing to join us on the path of self-discovery to provide Dignity to all.

Saloni Bhardwaj

Co-Founder & CTO
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Pratishthan Learning Centre

The five-year fast track education & skilling program of Lotus Petal which gets out-of-school students
ready for a formal job. A program for those lagging behind in the education system by a few years due to
fractured schooling.
At the Pratishthan Learning Centre students who have dropped out of the education system are integrated back into schooling with
completion of grade 6 to 10 in 3 years, so that grade 10 may be completed at the right age. Along the journey of re-integration, the
children are also provided vocational skilling under the Jeevika program to encourage both academic and personal growth.
Communication, personality development, language ability, soft skill training (for ease of job hiring) and etiquette development is
all integrated into the curriculum to encourage wholesome development of the child.

A comprehensive English Medium program, the Pratishthan Learning Centre is based on NCERT curriculum and the board
subscribed to is the National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) board. Re-entry into the mainstream education system is the
ultimate aim of the program.
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At Pratishthan, with the pandemic raging and lockdown implemented, classroom teaching was no longer viable. The attempt was
to transition to online learning as smoothly as possible. With the support of donors, the students of Pratishthan Learning Centre
were provided tabs and laptops. The pre-existing digital platform initially used only as the Learning Management System was
repurposed by integrating Zoom and Academic monitoring features. The new session started amid the lockdown and online classes
commenced from 28th March 2020.
At present Pratishthan Learning Center has 250 students. 4,058 hours of online learning have been conducted with periodic tests,
online tests and 1st term exams all carried out online. Virtual assembly is conducted with regularity and children gain practical
know-how through e-volunteering workshops conducted online. Exams for the vocational program courses such as SEPD, CCIPlevel 11 and 12 and CCDTP have also successfully been conducted online.

It was easy to attend the online school in the initial phase of
lockdown as my father used to stay home but now, he has to go
for work every day and there is no other smartphone in my
home. The gift of Tablet from the Lotus Petal Foundation will
help me to keep up with my studies. I used to miss my school
before but now I’m so happy that I’ll be able to see my friends
and teachers through online school.

Pranita Sahoo
Pratishthan Learning Center

I had to borrow the smartphone from my neighbor to
attend the online classes, and the data pack was also
limited. There were times when there was a clash
between my brother’s and my classes. All these
problems are resolved with a laptop from my school. I
will be up to date all the time now.

Mohit
Pratishthan Learning Center

At GTPL, our social investment supports the communities and helps enrich lives in more ways than one. Keeping in mind, one of our corporate
philosophy of focusing on providing education, we continued our association with Lotus Petal Charitable Foundation (LPCF) as we were satisfied
with how they had utilised the contribution made by GTPL optimally for their model that provides free education, nutrition, free primary &
secondary healthcare and exposure to learning and development through various school activities. We compliment to Team LPCF for their
transparency, dedication and sincerity towards this noble cause. GTPL is feeling proud to have CSR association with LPCF. The LPCF plays a very
vital role in the entire ecosystem of their operation which helps in nurturing the future of India and helping them to achieve bigger dream
“Atmanirbhar Bharat”. Keep this good work going on and all the best!!!

Anirudhsinh Jadeja
Managing Director, GTPL Hathway Limited
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VIDYANANDA SCHOOL

An English Medium, nursery to grade 10+2 school of Lotus Petal Foundation which provides age
appropriate learning to children from under privileged backgrounds.
At the Vidyananda school the focus is on provision of quality education and developing a sound foundation that prepares children
for mainstream life. The approach towards teaching is two pronged with emphasis laid on learning NCERT based curriculum and
also on the overall development of the child. Attention is given to the holistic growth of the child, with activities such as fitness, art
and theatre aimed at bringing out the best in each child.
The early introduction to computers, STEM education and science all allow children to relate what has been learnt in classroom
theory to the practical world. The counselling wing helps the children understand and overcome their struggles with detailed
confidential assessment reports being created to evaluate the child’s gradual development.
Parent teacher meetings, in-house counselling, focus on
extracurricular development along with persistent attention to
curriculum, all help in the multifaceted development of the child.
Post the pandemic lockdown, the children were equipped with
tabs and laptops with the help of our donors. YouTube videos
covering curriculum were developed and at the same time the preexisting digital platform initially used only as the Learning
Management System was repurposed by integrating Zoom and
Academic monitoring features.

As of now, the total strength of the Vidyananda school is 481 children. 3842 hours of online classes have been conducted and one-unit
test and 1st term exam has been conducted as well. Language clubs and the computer club all meet online and their activities are
carried out as smoothly as always. Personality building by using theatre, art and other creative pursuits are all carried out digitally.
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When the lockdown happened, I was worried about
how my classes would continue during the pandemic
as we were 2 siblings and there was only 1
smartphone at my home. We started with sharing
the smartphone but there were times when we both
have classes at the same time. It was difficult for
both of us to attend the classes. After getting a tablet
from my school, I am able to attend all the classes
and I’m happy to share that I have scored great
marks in unit tests.
Naina Kumari
Student of Grade 3

The work that Lotus Petals is doing is highly
commendable and we are proud to be associated
with them. It is inspiring to see the number of lives
Lotus Petals is touching by enabling the children to
have access to a hygienic environment, nutritious
food and quality education. I have always been
impressed by the dedication, efficiency and positivity
of the team and wish them luck in continuing this
noble journey where because of everything they do,
they give hope, happiness, dignity and a chance to
every child there to achieve their dreams.
Ritika Luthra
Head Human Resources
B A Call Centre India Pvt. Ltd.
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JEEVIKA

The in-house skill-based program for secondary and senior secondary students to prepare them for the
formal job market after grade 12. Aimed at comprehensive preparation for the students enabling easy
integration into the mainstream.
Jeevika is the skill development program of Lotus Petal Foundation. It focuses on senior secondary students, who complete their
education combined with courses that enable them to be ready for the formal job market after grade 12th. Based on rigorous
counselling and tests such as MBTI, DBA, NEO-PI 3 and Internet Record Test, the skill sets and aptitudes of the students are
ascertained. The students then make informed choices as to where their skills are matching with certain courses that educate
them beyond their academic curriculum. 16 vocational courses are offered in association with NIIT foundation.
Building up the academic learning
of the students and providing
them with a life skill, all by the
time they graduate is the key aim
of the program.
The skill development is focused on sectors
that have incremental human resource
requirements. These include –Banking &
Financial Services, Electronics & IT
hardware industry, Healthcare Services,
Transportation and Logistics, Retail,
Telecommunications and Tourism &
Hospitality.
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THE VOCATIONAL COURSES OFFERED TO THE STUDENTS INCLUDE
•Cer ﬁcate Course in MICROSOFT OFFICE 2010 (CCMO 2010)
•Cer ﬁcate Course in DESKTOP PUBLISHING (CCDTP)
•Cer ﬁcate Course in WEB DESIGNING (CCWD)
•Cer ﬁcate Course in SPOKEN ENGLISH & PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT (SEPD)
•Cer ﬁcate Course in BUSINESS CORRESPONDENT (BANKING & FINANCIAL SECTOR)
•Cer ﬁcate Course in SHOWROOM OPERATIONS : RETAIL TRAINEE ASSOCIATE
•Cer ﬁcate Course in CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT BPO-VOICE
•Cer ﬁcate Course in DATA ENTRY SKILLS
•Cer ﬁcate Course in BASICS OF ACCOUNTANCY & OFFICE AUTOMATION
•Cer ﬁcate Course in TALLY PRO
•Cer ﬁcate Course in LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
•Cer ﬁcate Course in IT FOR PROFESSIONALS
•Cer ﬁcate Course in COMPUTER CONCEPT – Level – 11 & Level
•Cer ﬁcate Course in ENGLISH FOR LIFE (CCEF) (Level – 4)

Post lockdown, Jeevika courses have
been conducted online and exams
have been held for Spoken English and

Personally, I feel get lot of satisfaction when I get connected to Children to help them grow, make
them independent! Very professional and hardworking team who are motiving and encouraging
others to join the league. My passion is “Nuturing Young Minds” Lotus Petal Foundation has given me
the platform to work for the cause which is very close to my heart. Teaching children on values,

personality development, Desktop

behavioral topics and employability skills making a difference in their lives, so they become Confident

Publishing, Computer Concept.

and employable.
Proud to be part of Lotus Petal Foundation!

Poornima Suryawanshi
Individual Volunteer Siemens Ltd. Gurgaon
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SAHYOG

Before

A er

Sahyog is the project of Lotus Petal aimed at augmenting the pre-existing infrastructure & learning
facilities of Government Schools of India.
The goal of Sahyog is to provide overall support and
expansion to Government schools. The program has had
great success at various Government Schools including
Government Middle School of Lohatki, Haryana, India,
where clean drinking water, toilet facility, fans and
furniture for classes were all missing. The teacher strength
was inadequate. This is the common state of affairs in
various government schools.

Before

Teachers from Lotus Petal have been sent to the school to
assist the faculty and a Library and a STEM learning lab has
also been developed. To supplement the academic
learning of the students, art, theatre, English and sports

A er
Post Lockdown fast paced infrastructural development has been carried

teachers have also been sent to the school.

A er

out at various Government schools including the one at Lohatki, with the
building of the Computer lab, Virtual class room, painting of school
building, electrical bulb and fan installation, development of garden,
Installation of printer, the construction of toilet, anganwadi rooms and
tiles work in the corridor.
Various other government schools are being added to the program as we
move forward.
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Before

As promised by Lotus Petal Foundation & Concentrix, our school will be revamped and repaired inside out;

Bhawna Makkar

New washrooms will be constructed, Kitchen will be constructed in the ground floor, tiling of the classrooms,

Teacher (Govt. Middle School,
Silokhera, Haryana)

terrace water proofing, water coolers and painting of our school.

AAROGYA WELLNESS

Arogya is the healthcare program of Lotus petal aimed towards developing a foundation of health and
immunity through hygienic meals and free healthcare.
Without a solid base of health and nutrition, comprehensive education cannot be accomplished. Keeping this is mind freshly
cooked breakfast and lunch is provided to the students of Lotus Petal daily. A weekly OPD is conducted at the school by Dr. Nandita
Chakraborty and any specialist interventions such as dental or dermatological are arranged.
A yoga-based fitness program is conducted for the students along with continual access to counsellors for the mental health
wellbeing of the children. Younger pre-primary children are provided a special breakfast which has led to visible improvements in
cognitive abilities.
A monthly health camp is conducted at the premises of Lotus
Petal on the first Sunday of every month. Eye testing, pathology
and lab work tests are all provided at the camp with over 3,737
people have reaped the benefits.
Post the pandemic lockdown, Lotus Petal Foundation is in the
process of developing a telemedicine clinic. Here the aim is to
provide value based medical interventions and easy access to

“

medical consultations via teleconferencing and digital devices to
people.
Philips India has been associated with LotusPetal Foundation
for 2 years now. Our CSR partnership with the foundation has
ensured quality nutrition to students, which is an important
aspect of health and wellbeing while imparting quality
education for their bright and empowered future. The
Aarogya Wellness program assures a balanced nutritious diet
that helps to build for a sound foundation in the formative
years of a child.
Wishing the team Lotus Petal Foundation, the very best for its
future endeavours.

Sakina Baker
Head- CSR, Indian Subcontinent Philips India Limited
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OUR CORE THEME
Get child job ready with focus on curriculum and extra
curriculars for wholesome growth
Development of skills to ﬁnd a job
Voca onal skilling for entry into mainstream
Counselling, workshops, trainings all to prepare the child
for formal employment.
Skill development to stay commi ed to the job and hold
onto it.

Good health and well-being with focus on mental health,
ﬁtness and overall growth of the child
Based on cooking fresh meals from fresh seasonal produce
sourced directly from farmers.
Aimed towards be er immunity, and access to primary
healthcare facili es for the children.
Ability to provide immediate nutri on to the larger
community
Targeted nutri on for various age groups.

ZERO HUNGER FOOD BANK

Lotus Petal Foundation is uniquely placed in the efforts toward reduction of the food shortages. With an inhouse kitchen that employs women workers, the capacity for daily food production is 2000+ meals.
Meals have been served with measured Kcal and protein from the school kitchen with visible improvement in the children’s health
indicators ultimately leading to better cognition which has led to better learning outcomes. This encouraged the organisation to use
its vast experience to provide food items both in cooked form and as dry-ration to the destitute in the area.
The Zero Hunger Food Bank has been set up by the Lotus Petal Foundation as an attempt to satiate hunger and to provide sufficient
nutrition in adequate quantities to those most in need.
The objectives of the platform include provision of relief of food supply during calamities and humanitarian crises. Also, supplying
nutritious meals to school children in government and non-profit schools. And finally, providing
address long term malnutrition issues in children from 0 to 5 years.

The impact of the pandemic has been auxiliary
in increasing inaccessibility of food. 2,56,000+
nutritious freshly cooked in-house meals have
been distributed during the ongoing
pandemic.
Building on the experience of delivering
nutritious freshly cooked in-house meals with
a target to deliver hygienic foods and
essentials, supplement nutritional plans in the
government agencies and affect change in low
income clusters the foundation steps foot into
this new area with great hope and
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enthusiasm.

supplementary nutrition to

53%
women between 15-49
years are ANAEMIC

3 IN 10
Stunted Children Are Indian

80%

Over
Infant & young children do not
get minimum dietary diversity
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BLUEKHOJ

The pandemic has been a time of great turmoil and financial instability for many. Underprivileged
communities are especially vulnerable at such times. Parents of many of our students have been
impacted and have lost their livelihoods.
Lotus Petal has seen this as a unique opportunity to act as mediator between people who were looking for employment and those
searching for employees.
Connecting job seekers to job providers is the main aim of the Bluekhoj program.

I am grateful to share that I am currently working as a field boy for Mr. Vinod
Shenoy at Baobab Clean Technologies Pvt. Ltd. Now I don’t have to worry about the
basic facilities of my family as Rs. 17,000/- a month is more than enough to run the
house. Thank you, Lotus Petal Foundation for getting me this job and helping me in
this pandemic.

Khemchand Diwakar
Parent of Manvi Kumari (student of Vidyananda School).

In an attempt to help people regain their lost
means of income and livelihood, Lotus Petal
ensures that the job placements are at
appropriate and new positions.
So far 14 people have found employment with
the Bluekhoj program. The program
continues with the hope of assisting many
more people find a means of sustenance.
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BEYOND EDUCATION / ACTIVITIES
ADHM 2019
It was the 6th consecutive year of the
participation of Lotus Petal Foundation at
the Airtel Delhi Half Marathon 2019. A
spectacular year, Lotus Petal was recognized
as the highest fundraising non-profit at the
event. Students and staff members ran the
12th edition of the ADHM in New Delhi.

UDAY
The annual day celebration of Lotus Petal,
Uday 2019 was held in November 2019. Seats
were filled with over 2000 parents, donors,
corporate partners and associates. All the
children participated showcasing their
talent. The show was streamed on social
m e d i a fo r o v e rs e a s a n d o u t sta t i o n
supporters. All in all an evening to remember.

E-VOLUNTEERING ACTIVITIES
With online learning the new normal, volunteering also
transformed into e-volunteering. Many corporate
employees and individuals volunteered and conducted
e-workshops with the children. These ranged from
topics such as ‘new normal’ to ’training on cyber
security awareness’. The workshops are age
appropriate with topics such as excel, business emails
and resume building skills for the older students of PLC,
storytelling for younger students and health and
hygiene and therapy sessions for all students.
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SCHOLARSHIP
Close to 84 million indian children do not attend school and the dropout rates after grade 10 and 12
remains high. For most, the reason for abandoning education mid-way is financial. Families not having
the means to educate their children results in children taking up menial jobs and being stuck in them for
the rest of their lives.
Scholarships however, have the power to open doors for students from low-income families, by
providing financial aid. Lotus Petal Foundation offers a variety of scholarships to students.
The R.S. Shetty scholarship for all round excellence is awarded each year to the 1 boy and 2 girls each
year for Rs. 1.5 lacs. It is awarded to those students of the pratishthan learning centre who display
distinction in academic performance, leadership skills, attendance and have overcome challenging
situations at home. The scholarship is utilised towards the educational expenses of the recipient
student.
The winnie sun scholarship for undergraduate studies is another scholarship awarded by the
organisation. It aims to empower female students from less privileged backgrounds towards taking up
courses such as mbbs, bds, engineering, nursing and pharmacy. Rs.65000/- annually are provided to
supplement the girl student’s fee at their college.
Going forward lotus petal is in talks to introduce many more such scholarships for the students.
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BEYOND EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Lotus Petal has long term consulting engagements with certain corporates. These have been collaborations where the corporate
employees either work at Lotus Petal for a substantial period of time or work on specific projects that continue for a few months.
The GSIF program was a 1-year engagement in which the Genpact social impact fellow helped develop the entire HR
management system for Lotus Petal. RTI International assisted in capacity building by way of developing grant proposals etc.
Also, the entire social media strategy for the organization was supported by inputs from Toolbox. The automation system for the
upcoming Dhunela Campus was designed by Adobe under its Adobe Pro Bono Residency program.
The Adobe Pro Bono Initiative mobilises the talent of our employees in projects that advance the efficiency and reach of
mission-based organisations. Adobe employees lend their technology, design, marketing and other expertise to address critical
social issues while developing their expertise and leadership skills in a new environment.
The project with Lotus Petal was to design the automated security systems, IT Infrastructure at the upcoming campus in
Dhunela. The project was adjudged to be the best and is presently under execution. We thank the 3 team members Adobe:
Seema Sardana, Sandeep Sharma and Hiamnshu Soni. We also acknowledge the contribution of Sonal Dhir, Program Manager Brand Purpose and Social Impact

Our relationship with Lotus Petal Foundation has been enriching and helps us realize our vision through systematic
interventions, donations and volunteering initiatives directed towards staff and children. We truly appreciate the Lotus Petal
group for the work they’re doing to bring a positive impact in the lives of the underprivileged children, especially the Covid-19
response program, zero hunger food bank, online school, community kitchen.
I thank Lotus Petal Foundation for their partnership and look forward to continuing working with them to make education
accessible for all sections of our society.
Lavanya Shrinagesh
Global Leader, CSR, D&I, Genpact
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PROJECT DHUNELA

The organisation has plans to scale from the current level of 2,800
beneficiaries per year in one campus to 17,000 per year by 2027. The setup of
the new campus is spread over 5 acres and provides ample space for textbook
and extra-curricular learning.
To this end, a state-of-the-art learning centre is being developed at Dhunela,
an area on the outskirts of Gurgaon to provide education for underprivileged
students. The school aims to address the problems arising out of the gaps in
education and nutrition of the urban poor.
The facility will be equipped with virtual classrooms, playgrounds,
contemporary learning competence, science and computer labs, libraries,
clean toilets, hygienic dinning facility and security measures. The land for the
school has already been purchased and expeditious development of the
structure is already in progress.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Pratishthan
Learning Centre

31%

31%
17,813,453

27%

Aarogya
11%
6,096,647

19%
11%
11%

Vidyananda School

Sahyog

1%

27%
15,530,856

11%
6,465,327

Dhunela

Jeevika

19%
10,662,022

1%
4,45,928

Total Money Raised ₹ 77,742,339

Cost of Admin 6.77%

2.74 for Every 100 raised

39%

Domestic Fund
₹ 30,250,222

61%

Foreign Fund

99.83% of the spend was done
through digital transaction only

Statutory Auditor
B.S.R & Associates LLP, ICAI Firm
Registration No. : 116231W/W100024

₹ 47,492,117

Domes c Fund
Foreign Fund
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OUR TEAM
GOVERNING COUNCIL
Manish Gupta- Governing Council Member
Achal Khaneja- Governing Council Member
Kushal Raj Chakravorty- Founder & Managing
Trustee
Arghya Sen- Trustee
Dr. Nandita Chakraborty- Trustee
Madhu Mehrotra- Governing Council Member
No member of the Governing Council or Trustee
has taken any remuneration or perks during the
year 2019-20.

LEADERSHIP TEAM
Kushal Chakravorty

Saloni Bhardwaj

- Founder & Managing Trustee

- Co-founder & CTO

Rituparna Dey

Vikram Mukherjee

Rakesh Jetli

Naveen Gurg

Ankita Hazra

Ravinder Kumar

Manager

AVP

AVP,

Head

Program Manager

Program Manager

Finance & Accounts

Vidyananda School

Pratishthan

Human Resources

Resource Mobilization Projects & Operations

Learning Center
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OUR CHANGEMAKERS
Resource Mobilization

Project & Operations, Finance

Pratishthan Learning Center

Vidyananda School

Emerald Squad

& growing...
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BE A CHAMPION FOR CHANGE

SPONSOR A MEAL
To celebrate a special occasion or to commemorate an event,
meals can be sponsored at nominal rates. These meals,
breakfast and lunch are prepared at the in-house kitchen at
Lotus Petal and special meals can also be served as per request.

SPONSOR A CHILD
Donors who wish to contribute by sponsoring the education of
a child for can do so for a period of one year. The donor will be
given login details to the in-house learning management
system and can track the progress of the child through the year.

CORPORATE MATCH
Many corporate benefactors subscribe to this way of
giving. Employee contributions can be doubled thereby
making a great increase in impact. Donor’s such as
Apple, Google, Cisco and others have all contributed in
this manner.

NAMING RIGHTS
Generosity of individuals or organizational assistance
can support the maintenance of certain sections of the
school such as kitchen, computer lab, library etc. which
are all earmarked as ‘Naming rights’. Donations
towards upkeep are made based on naming credits as
per wish of the supporter.
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LOTUS PETAL USA

Lotus Petal USA

Made up of people looking to utilize their skills and time towards creating a
better life for the underserved community, Lotus Petal USA is a non-profit

Mukesh Gupta
Board Member

corporation whose members volunteer their time to organize events &
engagement opportunities that help in creating awareness across USA & in
turn raise funds for the multiple programs run by Lotus Petal Foundation,
India.
Focused towards building awareness and raising funds to contribute towards
the multiple programs run by the parent organization in India, over the years,

Yogesh Kasat
Board Member

Lotus Petal USA has organized galas & talks across United States to garner
momentum towards building cognizance. Volunteers of various age groups
have spent engaging summers in India to Volunteer at the schools run by
Lotus Petal in Gurugram, India.
Basudha Chauhan
Board Member & Secretary

Pankaj Kumar Verma

Ravinder Singh

Arun Sharma

Samir Pradhan

Sanjay Srivastava

Chairman, Lotus Petal USA

Board Member

Board Member

Board Member

Board Member
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PATH FORWARD

Education

Nutrition

Livelihood

The paramount objective of the work done at Lotus Petal is to emerge as an ecosystem of support to the child. To act as an
umbrella under which people who wish to be the change, come together to give flight to the aspirations of underprivileged
children. Developing an atmosphere of harmonious coexistence and ultimately to provide an environment where the child can
truly blossom into a full-fledged autonomous life.

Concentrix is proudly associated with Lotus Petal Charitable Foundation since 2016. They
have been doing amazing work towards ensuring an educated and fulfilled and bright India
by supporting the education of underprivileged children of the society. Their programs
around education & wellness, strong governance, compliance and integrity is their USP. They
are an extremely committed and passionate group of people who works relentlessly and
tirelessly in making a difference in the lives of the vulnerable sections of the society. It’s not
only how professionally they do what they do, but also the compassion and dedication they
bring to the table is commendable. Sahyog is one of their outreach programs which provides
infrastructure development & academic support to government schools in India. Concentrix,
with the support of Lotus Petal Foundation - under Sahyog project has upgraded the
infrastructure of the Government Middle Schools, Lohatki, and Silokhera, Haryana.
Concentrix is extremely glad to be partnered with the organization in all its activities and
wish them great in future endeavors.

India CSR Leader
Concentrix

In the last decade, Lotus Petal has endeavored to transform the lives of children, one child at a time. In every program undertaken
and every initiative launched the idea has been to stay true to this ultimate goal. For the real transformation of a child three key
areas have been found fundamental - Education, Nutrition and Livelihood. Thus, interventions by the organization have focused on
these central areas.
The interlinkages between these three factors are self-evident. With good nutrition, provision of quality education, supplemented
by vocational skilling and overall personality development, gaining sustainable dignified livelihood can be a serene, uncomplicated
process for every child. This has the potential to subsequently improve the lives of the children’s families thereby encouraging and
uplifting the entire community. Going forwards, Lotus Petal is progressing towards reaching a larger beneficiary base and is
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committed to ensuring a life of dignity for each child.

OUR SUPPORTERS

Special Thanks

&

many individuals...

AES
INDIA CARE FOUNDATION
AM WELCOME ASSOCIATION
CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD
DOC BENGALURU
HLL LIFECARE LIMITED
SAPNA POLYWEAVE PVT. LTD.
NIRVANA LIFE
SAMBHI FOUNDATION
CHUGH FOUNDATION
FOSTER INDIA FOUNDATION
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